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An open-plan living room (stage left) and kitchen (stage right). The kitchen is small 
and narrow. It is furnished with various appliances and fixtures— a fridge, a gas 
cooker, cupboards etc. In the middle of the kitchen is a table with two chairs. The 
living room is accessed from the kitchen through a gap in the surrounding countertop. 
It is furnished with an old sofa, a dirty armchair, a carpet and a television which sits 
on a cabinet upstage left. There is a window in the back wall of the living room and 
the kitchen. Downstage left, there is a door leading into the living room. !
The door opens into the living room and in steps Tom, a man of around forty-five 
years and his son Nathan who is around seventeen. !
Nathan: (wincing because of a stench) Jesus Christ. !
Tom: Bad isn’t it? !
Nathan: It smells like rotten meat. !
Tom: Well, I suppose it is rotten meat. !
Pause. !
Nathan: (pointing at the armchair) Is that where he died? !
Tom: Yep. !
Pause. !
Nathan: Is the stain from him? !
Tom: Yeah. Remember he was here a few days before they found him. He was 
decomposing. The heating was on and he was wearing three jumpers so… it sped up 
the whole process. !
Nathan: (walking back out of the room) Ugh… !
Tom: (calling out to him) They were all the nice North Face ones I got him for 
Christmas and for his birthdays. Bit of a waste.  !
Pause. !
We’re going to have to dump the chair. !
Pause. !



 (Aside) Just give me a second though. !
Tom makes his way into the adjacent kitchen and rummages through some of the 
cupboards. He sources a pair of marigold gloves and a kitchen knife. He then walks 
back into the living room where Nathan has tentatively stuck his head back through 
the door. Nathan looks on in disbelief as Tom removes the seat cushion, visibly 
sickened by the smell, in order to look for something. Not finding it under the cushion, 
he unzips it and discards the cover. Still he has not found what he is looking for. His 
attention is then drawn to the backrest and a piece of making tape that runs down it. 
He picks up the knife and runs it down through the masking tape. He puts his hand 
through the split fabric. !
Nathan: What are you doing?  !
Tom: (his exertion audible) Trying to find his...fucking…wallet. (sighs) It’s not here 
anyway. !
Nathan: How much was in it? !
Tom: A lot. !
Pause. !
If we just shift the chair towards the door I can make sure it’s not underneath it. !
(They shift the chair slightly stage left) !
Tom: No… !
Nathan: How do you know how much was in there? !
Tom: Because I saw him taking it out the last time I was with him. That was only two 
weeks ago. We were having lunch in Lulu’s Café down by the riverbank and he 
offered to pay for it and when he took his wallet out, it was thick with cash. I asked 
him why he was carrying so much and he came up with some paranoid nonsense 
about the banks collapsing—that he had to take everything out of his account to be 
safe. So I asked him whether he was hiding any money in the house and he looked at 
me and said: “if I live my life, you can live your life and it would be best if we kept it 
that way.” What a typical response. That might have actually been the last thing he 
said to me. Can you believe that? And now he’s left us in this position. Arsehole. !
Pause. !
Let’s dump this chair outside. !



Tom and Nathan lift the chair up and move through the door, into the hall and then 
outside. They then re-enter the living room. !
Nathan: You’ve already looked for the wallet haven’t you? !
Tom: I have, yeah. But I only got to search the house two days after his body was 
taken away. That was the soonest I could get back from Spain. !
Nathan: Surely he could have had it zipped up in one of his jumpers. !
Tom: He could have. I wasn’t able to check though. It all happened so fast: he was 
cremated a day after they found him—he was past the point of being kept in a fridge. 
They had to cut him out of all the layers he was wearing. I phoned the funeral director 
and he told me that he found nothing on him. He could’ve easily nabbed it of course.  !
Pause. !
I don’t think he did though. !
Nathan: (half-seriously) He could’ve thrown it out accidentally with the jumpers. !
Tom: Oh don’t say that… !
Pause. !
Nathan: Do you think someone took it? !
Tom: Unfortunately, I think that’s within the realm of possibility. !
Nathan: Who else was in the house? !
Tom: It was John who discovered him who’s …  a family friend. He went to check up 
on him that morning and didn’t get an answer when he rang the doorbell. So he went 
around to the side entrance which he said was open, came into the living room and 
found him. He called his mother—who was a good friend of my dad’s—and then he 
called the guards. And I know the guards didn’t take the wallet. !
Pause. !
Marie—who’s John’s mother—is meeting us here this afternoon. !
Pause !
(wincing) God, it’s still very funky in here.  !
Nathan: I’ll get some air freshener. 



!
Tom: If you look through the presses in the kitchen, you’ll probably find some. !
Nathan makes his way into the kitchen and searches through various cabinets until he 
finds a plastic bottle of fabric freshener. All the while, Tom broods in the living room
—no doubt thinking about the possible causes for the wallet’s disappearance. Nathan 
walks back into the living room and begins spraying. It’s clear that something isn’t 
right. !
Tom: That smells like cologne. !
Nathan: Yeah, it does. !
Tom: There’s a post-it stuck to the bottle. !
Nathan peels the post-it off and looks at it. !
What does it say? !
Nathan: “Eau du Cologne.” !
Pause. !
Tom: Fuck’s sake… !
Nathan: Why did he pour cologne into a bottle of Fabreeze? !
Tom: Because he was mad. Because… it made sense for him to do that. !
Pause. !
Keep spraying it. !
Nathan sprays the bottle another five times or so. !
That’s the kind of crap we have to clear away. It might be a good approach to finding 
the wallet—just dumping everything we don’t need. You start in the kitchen and I’ll 
take care of the office.  !
Nathan: What do you want me to get rid of? !
Tom: All the food out of the fridge and cabinets. We’ll keep the pots and the crockery. !
Nathan: What about the cutlery? !
Tom: (considering for a moment) Dump it. 



!
Nathan: I thought it was all made out of ivory. !
Tom: Ivory my hole. You get started here (takes roll of bin bags from pocket and tears 
one off) and I’ll just be in the office. !
Nathan: Okay. !
Tom: Call me if you have any problems. !
Pause. !
Nathan: Okay. !
Tom: Thank you for coming down with me. !
Nathan: That’s alright. !!!


